A suffix vector of a string is an index data structure equivalent to a suffix tree. It was first introduced by Monostori et al. in 2001 [9, 10, 11]. They proposed a linear construction algorithm of an extended suffix vector then another linear algorithm to transform an extended suffix vector into a more space economical compact suffix vector. We propose an on-line linear algorithm for directly constructing a compact suffix vector. Not only we show that it is possible to directly build a compact suffix vector but we will also show that this on-line construction can be faster than the construction of the extended suffix vector. Finally, we present an efficient method for computing maximal repeats using suffix vectors.
Introduction
Indexes are data structures that are extensively used in pattern matching. An index for a string y contains all the substrings of y. The most famous index data structure is the suffix tree. A suffix vector is an alternative data structure to a suffix tree. A suffix vector, for a string y, can store, in a reduced space, the same information as a suffix tree of y. Suffix vectors have been introduced by Monostori et al. ([9, 10, 11] ) in order to detect plagiarism. The extended suffix vector of the string y consists of a succession of boxes located at some positions on the string y. These boxes are equivalent to the internal nodes (so called forks) of the suffix tree of y. Extended suffix vectors can be compacted. Compact suffix vectors can save up to 33% of the nodes compared to extended vectors [9] . Unfortunately, Monostori et al. only gave an on-line linear construction algorithm of an extended suffix vector and a linear algorithm to transform an extended suffix vector into a compact suffix vector.
In [13] , we show the correspondance between suffix trees and suffix vectors. In [1] , the authors show the correspondance between suffix trees and suffix arrays. Then compact suffix vectors could probably be built from suffix arrays but not in an on-line way.
In this article, we propose an on-line linear algorithm for directly building a compact suffix vector. This algorithm allows to deal with longer strings. Moreover, we show that this construction can be done faster than the construction of the extended suffix vector. The main advantage of the suffix vector compared to the suffix tree resides in the linear location of the boxes. We use this fact to present an efficient linear method for computing maximal repeats using compact suffix vectors.
This article is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the different notations, quickly recalls suffix trees and defines suffix vectors; Section 3 presents the new on-line construction algorithm of a compact suffix vector; Section 4 gives a linear method for computing maximal repeats with suffix vectors; Section 5 contains our conclusions and perspectives.
Notations and definitions
Let A be a finite alphabet. Throughout the article we will consider a string y ∈ A * of length n: y = y[0..n − 1]. We assume without lost of generality that the symbol y[n − 1] does not occur in y[0..n − 2].
Suffix tree

Definition
The suffix tree T (y) of y is a well-known linear size index structure that contains all the suffixes of y. It can be constructed by considering the suffix trie of y (tree containing all the suffixes of y which edges are labeled by exactly one symbol) where all internal nodes with only one child are removed and where remaining successive edge labels are concatenated. The leaves of the suffix tree contain the starting position of the suffix they represent.
The total length of all the suffixes of y can be quadratic, the linear size of the suffix tree is thus obtained by representing edge labels by pairs (position, length) referencing substrings y[position..position + length − 1] of y. The terminator y[n − 1] ensures that no suffix of y is an internal substring of y and thus T (y) has exactly n leaves. Each internal node has at least two children, leading to at most n − 1 internal nodes and thus to a linear number of nodes overall. This also gives a linear number of edges. Each edge requires a constant space. Altogether the suffix tree T (y) of y can be stored in linear size. Figure 1 presents T (aatttatttatta$).
There exist several suffix tree construction algorithms. For a string y built on an alphabet A, two algorithms run in time O(|y|×log |A|) [8, 15] that extensively use the notion of suffix links. One algorithm runs in time O(|y|) [4] when the alphabet is considered as a set of integers.
Each node p of the tree is identified with the substring obtained by concatenating the labels on the unique path from the root to the node p. We represent the existence of the edge from node p to node q with label (i, ) by δ(p, (i, )) = q. We also consider Target(p, a) which is defined as δ(p, (i, )) for y[i] = a and 1. For a ∈ A and u ∈ A * , if au is a node of T (y) then s(au) = u is the suffix link of the node au.
Ukkonen's algorithm
Ukkonen's algorithm ( [15] ) is a linear on-line algorithm for constructing the suffix tree of a string. The suffix tree is initialized with y Rule 1 If, in the tree, the path corresponding to w leads to a leaf, it is sufficient to extend the label of the path with y[i].
Rule 2 There exists a path in the tree labeled by w which does not lead to a leaf and such that it is impossible to continue it with y[i]. In this case, we have to create an edge labeled by y[i] going out from w, if w does not correspond to a node it has to be added in the tree.
Rule 3 There exists a path in the tree labeled by w which does not lead to a leaf and such that we can continue it with y[i], this means that y[j + 1..i] is already in the tree.
Once a leaf is created, it always remains a leaf, so Rule 1 does not require any processing. Let j be the number of the last created leaf corresponding to the suffix y[j ..n − 1] of y. Phase i of the Ukkonen's algorithm consists of extensions from j + 1 to the smallest j > j such that Rule 3 applies, since if y[j + 1..i] is already in the tree so are all its suffixes.
There exist already several adaptations of Ukkonen's algorithm for different kind of suffix trees [3, 6] .
Suffix vector
Extended suffix vector
The suffix vector V(y) of y is a linear representation of the suffix tree T (y) consisting of a succession of boxes. These boxes contain the same information as the nodes of the tree, so that all the repeated substrings of y are represented in V(y). We will now give a description of the suffix vectors.
Let B j be the box of the suffix vector at position j of the string y. The box B j is considered as an array with k 1 lines and 3 columns. It has been shown in [13] that each line of a box in the suffix vector is equivalent to an internal node in the suffix tree. In the present article, we will use node indifferently for a node of the tree and for a line of the vector. Each node p of the vector is identified with the substring obtained by concatenating the labels on the unique path from the root to the node p.
The first column of a box B j contains the depth of the node, the second one contains the natural edge. The natural edge of a node p in a box B j is the position of the box containing the node q such that Target(p, y[j + 1]) = q.
The third column contains the edge lists L. Each edge of L is stored as a pair (b, e) where b is the beginning of the edge (the position of the first symbol) and e the end of the edge (the position of the box containing the target node). So a box is characterized by:
Inside a box, there are implicit suffix links from node represented by depth d to node represented by depth d − 1. Monostori pointed out in [9] that the depths in a box are continuous.
The root of the suffix tree is represented by a specific box in the suffix vector. The extended suffix vector of aatttatttatta$ is given in Figure 2 . 
a t t t a t t t a t t a $
1|3|5 − 5 7|13|12 − 13 6|13|12 − 13 5|13|12 − 13 4|13|12 − 13 3|7|12 − 13 2|7|5 − 5 3|7|13 − 13 2|7|13 − 13 1|13|2 − 3, 13 − 13
Compact suffix vector
A suffix vector can be compacted when, for lines h 1 and h 2 of the box at position j, the edge list of line h 1 is included in the edge list of line h 2 : 2] . In this case, we just need to store the list of the line h 2 and create a link from line h 1 to line h 2 . When the edge lists of each line of the box B j are the same, B j is called a reduced box. In a reduced box, we store the deepest node and the number of nodes represented in the box. The compaction method is presented in Figure 3 . Nodes are ordered from the largest depth to the smallest depth. Nodes of a box are partitioned into groups: two nodes are in the same group if they have exactly the same edges. Figure 4 presents the compact version of the suffix vector of Figure 2 .
3 On-line construction of a compact suffix vector
The construction algorithm of the suffix vector is based on Ukkonen's algorithm for suffix trees (cf. 2.1.2). The main difference in our algorithm is that we are able to skip some extensions when we add an edge to a box. The following proposition explains the general situation. Let B p be the box at position p, let When an edge is added to the node h of depth d in a box B p , if h is not the deepest node of its group, the group has to be split into two. In the case where B p is a reduced box, it has to be extended. The edge labeled by y[i] is added only at the beginning of the edge list of the group node of h.
a a t t t a t t t a t t a $
The next corollary allows to add the edge beginning by y[i] only once for a reduced box and to jump from extension k − D + 1 to extension k − D + nb during the phase i.
Corollary 1
If an edge is added to the deepest node of a reduced box, this edge will be added for each node of the box, then the box is still reduced.
The algorithm BuildSV(y) presented in Figure 5 builds on-line the compact suffix vector of y. It is an adaptation of Ukkonen's algorithm for suffix vectors. The on-line construction of compact suffix vectors is similar to the on-line construction of suffix trees except for the algorithm AddEdge (see Figure 6 ) called by algorithm BuildSV(y). The algorithm AddEdge implements the results of Prop. 1 and Coro. 1.
All the algorithms use the following global variables whose meaning is shown in Figure 7: • k is the length of w = y[j + 1..i − 1];
• q is the position of the node representing u which is the longest prefix of w corresponding to a node;
• r is the beginning position of v which is such that w = uv;
• p is the end position of the first occurrence of w.
We now describe briefly the functions used in the construction algorithm given in Figure 5 . The function InitRoot initializes the root with an edge labeled by y [0] . The function FastScan is the same function as in the construction algorithms of the suffix tree (McCreight [8] , Ukkonen [15] ). The only difference is that we look through a suffix vector instead of a suffix tree. The function AddToRoot tests if there is an edge by y[i] going out from the root. If it does not exist, we add it and increment j by 1. The function AddNode tests if there is a box at position p in the vector with a node representing w. If there is not, we create this box with the correct node. If the box at position p exists and is a reduced box then if the length of w is larger than the depth of the deepest node in B p , we have to extend the box before adding the node, otherwise we just have to increment the number of nodes in the box. If the box is extended, we add the node. Adding a node in an extended box means adding a line in it. In the function UpdateSL, the suffix link of the fork becomes the node w and then the fork becomes w where w is the last created or modified node. All these functions are adapted to suffix vectors and behave as in the Ukkonen's algorithm.
The function AddEdge in Figure 6 implements the results of Prop. 1 and Coro. 1. It adds the edge beginning by y[i] to the edge list of the node w of depth k in B p . If B p is a reduced box and its deepest node is w, Coro. 1 allows B p to remain reduced and to add only once the edge (lines 4 and 10 of the algorithm in Figure 6 ). If B p is reduced and w is not its deepest node then B p has to be extended and the edge has to be added once for all the nodes in the group of w. If B p is not reduced, then the edge has to be added once for all the nodes in the group of w. In all cases, α is set with the number of nodes in the group of w, j is incremented by α enabling to skip the α − 1 next extensions. This requires to follow α suffix links (line 11). The function AddEdgeNodes(i) adds the edge to all the nodes of depth smaller or equal to d in the group of w, this group is split if necessary. The function AddEdgeBox(i) adds the edge to the edge list of the reduced box at position p.
We can then give the following result. Proof The correctness and the time complexity of the algorithm come from the fact that the construction is based on Ukkonen's algorithm and on Prop. 1 and Coro. 1.
Maximal repeats
The problem of detecting repeated substrings is important in many fields such as computational biology. A maximal repeat is a repeat which cannot be extended to the left or the right. We will first recall some previous results on maximal repeats and then show the relation between maximal repeats and suffix vectors.
Definitions
Definition 1 A maximal repeat in a string y is a substring u such that there exist at least two occurrences of u, a 1 ub 1 and a 2 ub 2 with a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 ∈ A, a 1 = a 2 and b 1 = b 2 .
Let us denote by Endpos y (x) = {k | y = zxy[k + 1..n − 1]} the set of end positions of the substring x in y.
Definition 2 Let x 1 and x 2 be two strings on A * , the equivalence relation R y is defined by x 1 R y x 2 ⇐⇒ Endpos y (x 1 ) = Endpos y (x 2 ).
Definition 3
The equivalence class Cl Ry (x) of the string x for relation R y is defined by Cl Ry (x) = {x | x R y x}.
Raffinot has shown in [14] the next theorem.
Theorem 2 ([14])
A substring is a maximal repeat if and only if it is the longest string in an equivalence class.
Suffix vectors and maximal repeats
The next proposition shows the relation between the equivalence classes and the boxes of the suffix vector. Proof If some nodes are in the same box with exactly the same edges, this means that they have exactly the same number of occurrences and end positions, so they are in the same equivalence class. Applying Theorem 2 and Prop. 2, we can affirm that only the deepest of these nodes represents a maximal repeat.
Corollary 2
The substring represented by the deepest node of a reduced box is a maximal repeat and it is the only one in this box.
Proof Each substring represented in a reduced box have exactly the same edges. By Prop. 3, we can say that the substring represented by the deepest node of the reduced box is a maximal repeat and it is the only one in the box.
Raffinot [14] has demonstrated Prop. 4 for the compact suffix automaton. A proof of this proposition for the suffix trees is also given in [5] . Here, we show it for the compact suffix vector.
Proposition 4
The number of maximal repeats of a string y of length n is within 0 and n − 2.
Proof A suffix tree can have at most n − 1 internal nodes including the root. As lines of a suffix vector are equivalent to internal nodes of a suffix tree, it can have at most n − 2 lines in boxes. A maximal repeat must be represented by a node. So, there are at most n − 2 maximal repeats in a string of length n.
Computing maximal repeats with suffix vector
Proposition 3 and Coro. 2 give a method for computing the maximal repeats in a string y with its suffix vector. For 0 ≤ j < n, each box B j of the vector is looked up only once and the deepest node of each box represents a maximal repeat. If B j is a reduced box, it is the only one, in the other case each deepest node of a group of nodes is a maximal repeat.
Example 1
In the suffix vector of Figure 4 , the boxes at positions 0, 2, 5 and 7 are reduced boxes so only their deepest nodes are maximal repeats: a, t, tta and atttatt. The box at position 3 is extended and the nodes have different edges, so the two nodes represent maximal repeats: att, tt.
Example 2
The compact suffix automaton of gtagtaaac is given in [14] . The suffix vector of gtagtaaac$ is given in Figure 8 . The box at position 2 has two nodes with the same edges, therefore they are in the same equivalence class Cl Ry (gta), so gta is a maximal repeat. The other line of B 2 and the box at position 6 give two equivalence classes Cl Ry (a) and Cl Ry (aa), so a and aa are maximal repeats. It should be noted that the presented method allows to compute maximal repeats but not directly the maximal repeats in pairs.
Conclusion and perspectives
This article presents an on-line linear algorithm for building the compact suffix vector for a string. This avoids the construction of the extended suffix vector which is more space consuming. Moreover, the on-line construction of the compact suffix vector enable to skip some extensions. This structure is very helpful for computing maximal repeats in strings.
A practical study for measuring the space and time performances of compact suffix vectors remains to be done in order to compare them to suffix trees [7, 12] and LZ-indexes [2] .
